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by Caror Gardner Boyer also mentioned some 
projects are· not very well thought 
Questions about the structure out by their legislative sponsors. 
of the Buffalo Legislation Project _Other projects are lacking in 
have been raised by . Associate 
. Dean Barry Boyer in a letter sent 
to members of the Academic 
Policy and Planning Committee 
(APPC): The le.tter questioned the 
ratio of the number of students 
working on projects and the role, 
·, of faculty advisors. · 
Boyer said the letter was 
prompted by his own experiences 
as an • advisor and by - a few 
complaints "through ' the faculty 
grapevine." . In the past he has 
been unsure about his role as a 
faculty advisor, Boyer said. He 
said he felt students had not taken 
advantage of his expertise. 
Another issue Boyer raised was_ 
the lack of standards for 
determining whether a ·project 
should receive credit. He said the 
form faculty advisors sign at the 
completion of a project, granting 
credit . to the project membe(s 
basically reads, "I hereby agree 
that ·the· ·c~pleted project 
confprms . to the : original­
. description of 'it." 
"I don't know ·what that's 
s~g_Posed to inean," he said . 
substance or not readily amepablc 
to 'legal research, jlCCording to 
Boyer. He said this problem m_ight 
stem from the . small number of 
worthwhile projects received by 
BLP in spite of its attempts to 
solicit more. 
Ken Patricia, co-director of 
BLP, called· a BLP meeting on 
-Wednesday, October 24 to 
emphasize to members the 
importance of maintaining quality 
projects, monitoring the quantity 
and quality of work done, and 
educating faculty members as to 
their role in the program. Patricia 
also discussed .setting up a 
committee to decide how projects 
should be selected. Presently, 
according to Patricia, the 
direction any given project takes 
and the work expected of the 
project me~bers is left ·to the 
editor and faculty advisor.for each 
project. He said problems arise 
becau~e some- faculiy' members are 
~ bu~y and ottiers do not have a 
background io. the. subject matter 
ef the project. · ' 
"For example, we have four or 
five environmental projects. 
Professor Reis is the logical person 
to advise the projects, put he's too 
busy to advise them all. We tried 
to · look at some of them as 
administrative law projects," 
Patricia said. 
· Patricia said there is a need for 
concrete rules and guidelines 
which he hopes the BLP 
committee can formulate. H.i: said 
he believes - tne large number of 
people on BLP contributes to its 
problems. 
"We have 85 members working 
on 20 projects. Instead of having 
the luxury of accepting only ten 
good projects, we had to take 
twenty and some aren't that good. 
Next semester, though, forty · 
people will leave the group and 
we'll only pick up ten or. fifteen _, 
Marcel Ophuls 
OphUls And Taylor 
In Pa.nel IJis·cUssion 
_BLP ·strn~ture Questi~ned. 
new people," Patricia explained. 
Jhe committee to study the 
problems of BLP will report to 
the APPC and then to the faculty. 
Boyer said Patricia _and ·Professor 
:Bob Berger are already working at 
solving the problems. He expects 
them to be successful, . he s.iid. 
Patricia said he -was hopeful the 
problems will -be. --solved by the 
e~d of this semester or .early next 
semester. 
SBA Resolves ·Budget Problelll 
· by Rossella E. Brevetti 
The status of the Student Bar 
Association- (SBA) budget has 
given rise to much confusion and 
speculation over the past few 
weeks. After heated debate, a 
clearer picture has emerged. 
Following discussion by the 
finance ' committee, . no 
·controversy exists ,as to the 
amount of cash actually on hand. 
SBA Treasurer Charmaine
. 
Bissell 
Charmaine Bissell 
and the finance' committee drew 
up -a report illusiJ-ating current . 
budget . af..lola't'ions ·i!nd 
re-adjustments. 
In an effort to critically 
analyze the SBA ,financial° picture, 
Secretary J. Ted Donovan issued 
an .eleven page _memorandum to . 
'board members. In his r,eport, 
Donovan expres!l:ed the belief that 
the • "single most important 
reason" for •· recurring fiscal 
-confusion is the budget is always 
drawn up and voted upon in 
March and April. Since tf)e fistal 
year runs from September 1 to 
August 31, -a four month gap 
between the presentation of the 
budget and the conclusion of the 
fiscal year exists. • 
The finance commfttee adds 
the estimated. income from 
student fees to the estimated 
carryover from the previous year 
when ~etermining the budget. 
Due to 'the four month gap, the 
estimated carryover has always 
been less than ·the actual amount. 
Donovan .made several 
suggestions in his report. The 
mosr drastic was .that the board 
rewrite the budget. This 
suggestion was not accepted by 
board members. 
After ,reading Donovan's· 
report, 3rd -year Director Tony 
' Leavy, issued a memoranjlum to 
board members calling the SBA 
budget "fiscally responsible, 
socially consciou·s, -.and 
progressively activist." 
When queried about the 
myriad problems encount~red. by 
drawing up the budget for ;the 
September- August fisc.al year in 
April, Leavy said Septembe~ 
budget meetings would bring a 
plethora of other 'problems. It 
would still be difficult to calculate 
the actual carryover, he said. 
Another problem is b!)arGI 
members elec.ted in September 
would have the added 
responsibility of drawing up a 
budget while still struggling to get 
organized, he added. 
In addition, there would be a 
gap during the fiscal year when 
the SBA would be operating 
without a budget, he said. 
. One of Donovan's· suggestions 
to alleviate this problem was 
doing a temporary budget in April 
ultimately subject to revision in 
Septemher. Leavy said this was an 
unsatfsfactory solution since it 
would be difficult to predict how 
·organizations would respond in 
April knowing they would be able 
to get more ·money in Se'ptembcr. 
Much of the concern expressed 
centered around the SBA 
allocating more funds than will be 
taken in as revenue this year. rn 
past years, many student clubs did 
not spend all th·e funds allocated 
to them. These unspent funds 
were returned to the SBA treasury 
each year. This p·ractice resulted 
in the accumylation of a large 
surplus. 
Knowing they had an 
unusually impressive surplus, the· 
SBA budgeted $30,774.95 while 
only - expecting to . · take in 
$26,756. However, since .SBA 
total assets amount·to $44,886.09 
. this ·leaves a $14,000.14 cash on 
hand surplus which ha~ not been 
allocated. 
The finance committee 
·recomme6ded · $10,000 of this 
surplus be earrparked for special 
projects and the remaintng $4,000 
' cont'd. on page 8 
by Jeremy Now,1k that the mind remembers what it 
wants rather than what actually 
This year's Mitchell Lecture occurred. 
series gave the law school an "The Memory of Justice" can 
opportunity to examine the work profitably, though oversimply, be 
of the internationally celebrated viewed as a sequel to "The Sorrow 
documentary filmmaker, Marcel and the Pity." Historically, it 
Ophuls. Ophuls presented three of follo)VS the end of World War II, 
his best known works: "The depicting the Nuremburg war 
Sorrow and the Pity" (1972), crime trials. Thel"(latically1 it 
which was nominated for an attempts to build on the same 
Oscar ; "The Memory of Justice" ideas: • moral· indifference and 
(1976); and "A Sense of Loss" selective remembrance. 
(1973) . The film examines in 
These films attempt to induce exhaustive detail the moral 
the viewer' to look at the attitudes ambiguities which troubled world 
and ideals of individuals in opinion during Nuremburg and 
stressful situations, to see how the hypocrisy which was brought 
these individuals attempt to to light by the failure to prosecute 
maintain their dignity, and to f~r war crimes occuring during the 
stimulate thinking about the French-Algerian conflict and the 
equities underlying these U.S.-Vietnam debacle. If there is 
situations. truth to Plato's thought that 
"The Sorrow and the Pi ty" is a humans have a primordial 
film which exposes the myth that memory of ideals of virtue and 
the French people steadfastly justice, (the thought that inspired 
resisted their Nazi conquerors in the title of the film). this memory 
World War II . The film, which is indeed selective and subject to 
encountered stiff political the filtering influences of the 
opposition when its 'release in rememberer. 
France was- sought, portrays the "A Sense of Loss," a 
majority of the French as people mercifully shorter film, departs 
complacently accepting the substantially from these themes as 
· occupation, making every effort it attempts to describe the 
to accomodate the Germans. sectarian violence in Northern 
The resistance fighters are Ireland. The film lacks a critical, 
portrayed as a relatively small analytical perspective because the 
group of lower class workers, issues involved in the conflict are 
communists, and students. One not well suited to1presentation in 
former member of the resistance Ophuls' interview format, nor 
interviewed in the film describes - does Ophuls have strong 
his· c.omrades as "emotional sympathies with either side. 
eccentrics and social misfits." By 'The highlight of the Mitchell . 
de6unking this myth, the film lays seri~s was a panel discussion 
bare the mqral indifference ofJbe bringing together Ophuls, Telford 
French and brings forth the idu cont'd. on page 8 
\ 
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, Editorial 
Honesty Is Best Policy 
Monday, November 12, the law school will be visited by 
an accreditation team organized jpintly by the ABA and 
AALS. The visit is standard procedure for. all accredited law 
schools, occurring once every seven years. . 
The team members will be given free reign of the law 
school and may enter classes and seminars at ,will. This is 
how it should and must be. · 
By seeing us the way we are, the team sees the bad as 
weli as the good. Prob•ems to which we have ~en blind ·may · 
be objectively seen froni afar. Feedback from the team, good 
or bad, will help us sharpen our focus . But for the feedback 
to be of any value, we must respond openly and honestly to 
questions. Thus, we must be honest with oursei1ves. . .· · 
As we are' all w,el( 'aware, ·our la~ school has many 
excellent attributes. Thi; educational outlook that exists here 
is .an innovative one. .J~i~ ,freshness is pursue,d ~ya talented , 
faculty, rich in creativity and ideas. 
The four tier grading system creates a cooperative 
atmosphere conducive to learning as opp;osed to modes used 
in other schools which tend to alienate the law student from 
his peers and perpetuate an environment of cut-throat 
competition . 
O'Brian Hall is a comfortable place to study . It houses 
the· Sears Law Library, a spacious structure contai~ing over 
200,000 volumes and equipped with enough seating room to 
accomodate students during the most harried "final week ." 
In addition, the library is also a federal depository for 
documents. · 
Thus, there is no doubting the law school's finer 
qualities·. But this is not to say that flaws do not exist. The 
lack of a full-tjme clinical program director is a void which 
needs to be filled. Some areas of leg~I study are neglected 
though we claim to have a broad curriculum . 
In our opinion, the plusses far outweigh the minuses. But 
this does not mean the weaknesses should be overlooked . 
The only way to correct flaws is to acknowledge them . 
Students should be open and honest with the 
accreditation team and try to represent to our guests an 
image of reality. This visitation should not be viewed as "the 
law school on trial," but in the alternative, as a learning 
experience for all involved. 
Tha~ks For The."Memory" 
We wish to express our appreciation to the Mitchell 
Lecture Committee, and espec,ially _ Professor Marshall 
Breger, for last week's opportup_ity to listen . to Marcel 
Ophuls and view three of his fil_ms. The four .day 
presentation received favorable response from ,withi'n ,and. 
without the law sc1,ool community. 
This positive response evidences a need felt by the law 
student body to gain a larger perspective on the role of the 
lawyer in society. We hope the Mitchell Lecture serie~ will 
continue "to ·bring to the law school provocative, high quality 
speakers. , - '· ' _ ·· 
., Qphuls told us we ·m'1,1st b~ judgm'~ntal. I~ foUow_ing _his 
message, we judge l~st jveek's ·pre_se~tation a n,ajor success. 
P~e ~~ .. Opinio~ Nove~1,er 8, 1979 
' ..... . rLetters To The Editor· 
_A Week Off: Stud~nt Escapes The Law 
degree of skill, care and plain ball;. Every lawTo the Editor: 
student at UB should be able to cont~mplate what 
they are doing for a week. In my case it enabled meAs I sit here during Section 3's v·acation, on a 
to think and work and h-}Ve fun. It was a weeklonely bus bou~d for bustling Buffalo from_ aubur~ 
off. . . or. . . looniness, which is where most lawAlbany, I think about law school. During this 
students end up in any case. · sojournal break, hundreds have asked me whether 
The vacation has helped me do at least onelaw school I was worth "the loneliness," "the thing: recover some sense of the rememberance of anembarrassment" or "the loss of identity ." The 
outside world beyond \JB. Travel' has _helped meIT\asses gathered: mostly they asked me what the hell 
learA.!::f;ihat non-law students think like. And anywayI was doing away from school in, the middle of the 
I dig a good subway ride.semester. 
Law school goes on. But Shlegel, Hyman andI answered them esoterically; I told the masses 
Katz should take pride in sharing with students athat it was Katz's shrewdness, Shlegel's ingenuity or 
vacation : I assume they all wanted to get out of hereHyman's initiative; this depended on whether I was 
talking about the airy intellectual, the tough teacher anyway. 
of doctrine or the social theorist 
Still on this lonely bus,How in all Buffalo does a law school class get a 
· Marc Ganz
~eek off in the middle of a semester? It takes a 
Courageous Softball L~aguers Thanked 
To the Editor: 
snorkel and fins they used to play right .swamp 
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank all (field)? Thank you. 
those individ'u.als who ris.ked their lives playing in the 
Chris G. Trappfirst law school softball league. The courage and 
determination that was displayed against all odds 
was truly remarkable. My congratulations to the P.S. . . . 
winners, Team $ (there were no real losers), and I This is a personal note to all those that I had the 
hope that next year will be even more successful as_ privilege and · honor · of competing with during the 
we make the necessary·changes in the league. Special past softball season. Thank you team, I was proud to 
thanks should also go out to Bill Lundquist and Tom be a part of the group; and I look forward to us 
Gick, who acted as _umpires during the playoffs. being together again in the future. You helped me 
I have but one more thing to add. Will the team keep it together during all of the fosanity of the 
captains please return the winter survival kits and the season. 
' Consumer·Mediator Corrects Report 
Tq the Editqr:. Consumer Action is a consumer advocacy 
. . . . ~organizatien, T,hat _fu~djmental -~ifl,er\ln<;e ,sharply, 
l would like to thank R.W. Peters for writing t~e distinguishes . the BCM,S fro..ni \ B_u.ff~lo _State.'s 
article on the · B\Jffalo Con~umer Mediation Seryice or.ganizati?n. • .· · , , . , , ;, -.~, , .,, • , 
1 (BCMS), and• congratulate-,him ,ort a job ,w~ll;d9ne. ,; , ,Unfor,tunc1tely, .t~e _. p;i\~~rtn:i~Y ~/!Ye ~~f~<~~.a: 
Th~re _are,_ hO~fVe_r, a few basi~~miss~r~m1:nts:i,n the 
0 
. falfe impr.~ssion, th~~ . t_l)e -~~M~, ,VV~~a,iP,r,anfh 9!.. 
article which need to be corr~cted. , Buffal.o State's ~onsumer ~q1qn; ct.ear!y 1t.1s not  
BCMS is . the, -title of_the la~ sru~e,:i,t st,.ffed . . _ ;Lastly, the BCMS does not fiandle 1.o' percent of 
co_nsumer -~~diatiQn service whic.h is located o,:i the Buffalo State's easeload, a,:id , the BC~S att<>nileY 
fifth floor of O'Brian Hall. It is not the title of the who functions as a case mediation supervisor Is not 
organization at ·Buffalo State College. That group is paid by retainer, he is salaried. ' ' -
called Consumer Action. The BCMS is an ' 
independent, autonomous organization. Paul Israelson 
Moreover, the BCMS's approach tg solving Executive Director 
consumer disputes differs from that of Consumer 8 uffa/o ,Consumer 
Action's 'in that ·the BCMS is a mediation service and Mediation Service 
Place-ment Doi~ Mo,:e 'rhari Its_ J,ob 
To the Editor: 
But, beyond thi$ tv!le oOpecim .event,' the daily 
We'd like to take time to offer some words of demands· of successfully running this office deserve 
appreciation to the.law school placement office. It's ·recognition. All of those law firms and agencies do 
easy to lose sight of the fac t that some very not just magically appear at the law school to 
dcd_icated people are working their heads off for interview ~tudents. There are ph6ne·-cairs to be made, 
everyone's benefit. And it's even easier to dismiss the resumes to be solicited ,c schedilles·to_ be formulated 
need to thank these ,people merely by'saying, "It's and so on and so forth. '• '_· 
their job." The placement office cannot get' us Jobs. Only 
Dean C~rrel, Audrey, and Chris ha~e worked we can .do that. But, what tlie· office can do is 
many hours doing thankless tasks for our benefit: provide us with as many opportunities to get jobs as 
Putting together the New York City. placement event possible. And we think they've been successful in 
involved an amazing amount of patience, dedication, doi~g that this fall.. 
and schedule-juggling. As two of many students who 
attended, we believe the effort was extremely Cathy E. Kaman 
worthwhile. James F. Ryan 
Appoiniments Committee Requests Input 
To the Editor:.. ,I 
suggestions so that the new· p~-Q1:i ss ' ~ill• be more 
The SBA Appointments Committee is ~urrently , logical and . fair . . Please submi't· refommendations no 
in the process of evaluating arid aralyzing the lc1ter than Thursday, Noveinb~t l!i, 1979 to Ellen 
process by which ·students are apps>inted to both Dickes, a membe(, 6'¥ the SBA App'ointments 
SBA and Faculty-Student Committees. In the past, Committee. Her mailbox number is 75 .' 
this ' proc;ess <has primarily · entailed an h1formal . Before ending, . w_e would like .to stress the 
interviewing session followed by, SBA ap.,roval .of importance of student and faculty input. We greatly 
the Appointments 'co111mittee'~ recommendations.'... appreciate their assistance. If there are questions, . 
It is currently the Committee's intention' to .con.tact Jeff Taylor, Rocky D'Aloisib, Ellen Olckes 
create a process w_hich is more detailed and thorough or Dorie B'enesh. ' ' , - . ,r. 
than that used in previous years. Witt\-that end ' in . ' 
mind, we are see~ing wr'i'tten' comments' and 
( 
SBA Appointments Committee 
.. , r 1 1. ,. • ' 
\ 
- . - - - - - - - - . - .. - -
. . . . . .. ·....... -. " .. ,. ..... . " ... ... " 
Int~national Law Society 
·Accreditation Teani .To VisitMeeting _, 
Today· 
Room 213 2PM 
International Law ·weekend 
Stresses Negot~atior's Role 
by Roger Moran 
· Two members of the law 
school's Internat1onal Law 
Society atten~ed the annual 
International . Law Weekend in 
Washington, D.C. on October 6 & 
7. The program was sponsored by 
the Section of International Law 
of the American Bar Association. 
The weekend seminar included 
a session on research methods in 
international law, and a panel 
discussion on the role of the 
lawyer in international 
negotiations. 
Public international law is the 
body of law which governs states 
and international . organizations. 
The law of. treaties, the law of the 
sea, the law of war and the 
protection of human rights are 
among . its major topics. Not 
surprisingly, emplqyment 
possibilities in this field are almost 
exclusive·ly wittr ·government ' 
agenei~. 
The Office of the Legal 
Advisor in _the S~te Department 
deals with . tfie ': legat , questi<>hS 
arising out of ttie United :States' 
for~ign. relat,ioi:is, 1.~ !s ~~t .~ v~IY 
large_offl~e, .tna the, oi>eoings fbr. 
new lawye'rs:·are ·~ew'"~ncl eagerly . 
sought. Its reputation is for 
meticulpusness. · · · · · · · · · 
International · organizations, 
such as the International 
· Monetary Fttnd, are subjects of 
international law and often enter 
into agreements with states. The 
law applied by most international 
organizations arises out of the 
tharter which created them. 
Most, if not all of the experts 
of these arcane bodie.s of law are .. not to 
the lawyers who work for the concentrate exclusively on this 
organizations them scilves: This field . 
subje~t, including trial practice of 
insurance litigation. . _ 
There is $3,500 in prize money 
being offered: $2,000 for first 
prize, $1,000 for second prize and 
$500 for third prize. 
The deadline for submission is 
May 1, 1980. 
All iaw students enrolled ' in 
their second or third year at _law 
schools accredited by the 
American Bar · Association are 
eligible. 
Essa'ys should .be ijbout 10,000 
to 12,000 words in lerigth. An 
otiginal copy, typewritten · and 
, double spaced, on 8½"x11" white 
paper, sh~uld be submitted. 
1F ootnotes and style should 
c6nform .to "A Uniform System 
, of Citation." , . 
No essay will be accepted 
unless it has been prepilred .solely 
for the contest by one author, has 
not been previously pulilished, 
I 
and will not be submitted in any 
extrem'e specialization helps 
account for the low turnover in 
the legal departments of 
international organizations. 
The International Trade 
Commission enforces various US 
trade laws against foreign 
exporters upon ,the request of 
domestic producers. The 
Treasury, especially through the 
Customs Service, and the 
Commerc e Department have 
extensive jurisdiction over 
imports, and both employ large 
legal departments. The Trade Act 
of 1979 has-given the Commerce 
Department new . matters to 
regulate, and its legal section is 
being expanded accordingly. 
Law firms which have an 
international practice typically 
repr~ent foreign clients who 
export to the United States and 
who run awry ofoneofourtrade 
laws .- They also represent 
· ctom.estre manufacturers in 
antidumping or antitrust actions 
against foreign parties. 
TypicaHy , the American 
.. ·intematfonal lawyer's task is to 
explain the·· US legal system to 
·. foreign clients. . ~side_ from 
11knowledge - of the law; his' rrlos't ' 
impo~tant c.l'lai'acteristic is • an 
openness to other cultures. 
·· · · Many ·internatio,-ial · lawyers 
have · come to their positions by 
serendipitous routes, leaving one 
with · the impression that it is 
impos,sible to enter the field 
directly. While there are 
employment · possibilities in 
international law on the entry 
level, they are limited. It would be 
wise · for the prospective 
international lawyer 
by Dorie Benesh 
Every seven years the 
American Bar Association (ABA) 
"reinspects" its accredited law 
schools. UB will be visited by a 
team of five individuals on 
November 12, 13 and 14 for this 
purpose. · 
The A BA describes the 
purposes of the reiAspection as 
three-fold : to assist us in attaining 
our full potential;. to determine 
whether our school and program 
are in compliance with the ABA's 
Standards of Approval; and to 
identify the developments in 
curriculum, teaching, research and 
public service which would be of 
interest to other law schools. An 
additional goal not listed by the 
ABA, but mentioned by Dean 
Thomas Headrick, is to assist the 
law school in getting its needs and 
prioriti,es before President Robert 
Ketter and his administration. 
The exact format of the ABA's 
upcoming visit 'is higt,ly tentative 
because team members are given 
wide latitude in determining the 
areas of inquiry as well as the 
persons with whom they wish to 
confer. With that iTi mind, 
students should not be surprised if 
they are approached. I strongly' 
suggest ' that if · you· arc, you 
respond honestly and take 
advantage of the opportunity to 
air' Your personal feelings about ' 
the school. 
In preparation for the ABA's 
reinspection of UB, Headrick 
prepared a "self study" which was 
recent! submitted to ' the team . 
Because . these · inspections take 
place only once every seven years 
and because of the dean's own 
description of the self study as a 
"State of th e Law School" 
document, I thought it 
Insurance Fo~dation Spons·ors Contest 
The Federation of Insurance other contest. By submission, The federation of Insurance 
Counsel Foundation is sponsoring each entrant thereby assigns to Counsel Foundation is a
. \ .an essay contest. Essays can be the Foundation to return and non-profit corporation sponsored 
about any insurance related release the 'assignment · of, the by the members of the Federation 
rights of all .but the three winning 
of Insurance Counsel to promote
essays and ·any other that the 
the study of insurance law, and toeditor of the Federation of 
Insurance Counsel quar_terly publish materials in the field of 
considers worthy of publication . insurance law and practice. 
Management Se~ar Set 
"Law Firm Organization and bureaus, law office 
Financial Management" is the administration, law .office 
topic of a prog'tam to · be reorganization, accounting 
systems,, and employee benefits.conducted November 9 in Buffa!~ 
Chairman- of the program isby the New York State Bar Herbert J. Goodfriend of New
~sociation's Continuing Legal York City. Speakers will include
Education Committee and the ' Peter A. Giuliani, Denis A. 
Speci'al Committee on Halton, Bradford W. Hildebrandt,
Professional Economics and Michael F. Klein Jr. and Christine 
Ef~iciency Research . 1 M. Millen, all of New York City, 
The progr~m, to begin .at 9 and James F. Rabenhorst of 
a.m., wi.11 be at the Sheraton Inn Washington, D.C. 
Eas't at 2040 Walden Avenue, For more infor.mation on the 
Buffalo. ' program, .contact the Continuing 
Subjects to be covered include Legal Education - Department, 
-financial management, the use of NYSSA, One Elk Street, Albany, 
minicomputers and service New York 12207 (518-445-1211). 
/ 
appropriate to share some of his 
comments with you. 
Central to the direction of the 
law school are the Long-Range 
Plan adopted by the faculty in 
1975, and the Mission Statement, 
adopted in 1977. Both of these 
faculty products place emphasis 
on the "unusual and the 
experimental." The stated goal of 
the faculty is to attract students, 
faculty · and administration who 
arecharacterizedasinterestedina 
no~-traditional law school. With 
this background, the dean 
proceeds to present the "State of 
the Law School" in terms of its 
faculty , curriculum, admission 
-md placement of students, alumni 
;upport and, finally, relations 
with SUN YA B's central 
1dministration. 
Headrick's opinion of our 
faculty is favorable. He views their 
teaching abilities as "solid". From 
the point of view of research , the 
dean finds diversity in both style 
and content. On the other hand, 
he points to some weaknesses. 
First of all, there are areas of law 
whi~h are not currently covered 
by our faculty and/or which will. 
not be taught if those faculty now 
on leave do not return. These 
areas inclu"cfe substantive 
regulatory areas, eg., energy; 
international law ; corporations; 
antitrust; commercial law;. and 
family law. 
Secondly, the topic of financial 
su,pJ>-<;>r.t for- .' faculty , ,unveils 
another weak area. Although our 
faculty salaries have gradually 
been made . somewhat more 
competitive, m~ny . professors 
eventually leave ' us for those 
schools which outrank -US. That, 
of course, comes as ho surprise to 
second and third year students. . 
The self study defines the 
although the number of applicants 
is decreasing, the overall quality 
of the pool as a whole is 
increasing. Future remedial 
,, elements of the admission 
program include bett: r publicity 
and ex tensive personal · contacts 
with undergraduate schools. 
The study is disappointing in 
its too brief comments concerning 
women and minority admissions. 
It states tha(the stable percentage 
ofwomenstudentsisencouraging. 
Its discussion of minority 
enrollments is completed in one 
short sentence : "Minority 
enrollments have changed as we 
have experimented with various 
forrns of special assiltance 
programs and cut off levels for 
admission." 
While the effectiveness of UB 
in recruiting students is wavering, 
its ability to place graduates is 
encouraging, according to the 
study. In light of all the activity 
and energy one encounters now in 
the placement office, it is difficult 
to believe that not long ago the 
law school had to fight to get its 
own, separate placement 
personnel. Placement currently 
plans to expand the number of 
on-campus interviel.s and to 
strengthen our reputation in 
metropolitan areas. 
In addition to placement's 
growing success, UB's 'ability to 
garner alumni support has been on 
the upswing. Still, the amount of 
.actual. dollar.s contributed does 
not compare with that of other 
s i mi I a r I aw sch o o Is . 
Unfortunately, the study does not 
sec any immediate improvement 
' because of the amount of work 
involved and the lack of staff to 
manage a project of that 
· magnitude. ' 
The last area of the self study 
present curriculum as comprised ·· revolves around the relationship 
of mandatory classes for first year of the law school to the rest of 
students with a variety of elective UB. Like · most law students, the 
courses for the upper divisions. dean himself has very little 
Included in the· variety arc the contact with Ketter. His prime 
,"high demand" survey courses, contact is Vice President Ronald 
"low de ma.nd' specialized Bunn. The dean states their 
courses, seminars', and clinicals. relationship is comfortable and 
Most of us arc ·familiar with the open. His visits with Ketter are 
dean's proposed curriculum confined to special or 
change "lo reorganize our current extraordinary matters. In general, 
structure . The fate of his proposal the law school confronts many of 
is currently being worked out in the problems we ourselves do 
committee, particularly in the when having to deal with offices 
Academic Policy and Program outside of O'Bi'fan Hall . In other 
committee. words, the situation is tole(able, 
Highlighted by th e study is the but frustrating. 
Buffalo Consumer Mediation Perhaps this last area is where 
Service, which second year the ABA's reinspection will do the 
Student Bar Association (SBA) most good. Personally, I doubt 
director Paul Israelson worked so the school , will be subject to any 
hard in creating, and now, in demotion in its accreditation. 
maintaining. A weak area to That does not mean, however, 
which the study points is the need that it will not be subject to 
for an overall clinical program criticism. I hope the team will 
director who can give a long-term have pertinent suggestions to 
commitment; the study indicates improve communications with the 
that we will have that person, it is central administration. Although 
hoped ; by next semester. · our relationship with Capen Hall 
The problem of declining (not to mention Albany) certainly 
student admissions is one to needs 1improvement, there are 
which the study responds: "There areas within the school itself 
are no simple explanations and which may need the constructive 
ttie ·complex ones have essentially comments of an objective 
eluded us." · 1t does, however, observer to get us on the road to 
offer some explanations. improvements. 
For example , downstate · Again, I urge you to converse 
applications . have fallen. freely with any member of the 
Interestingly, the ,nu'1'!ber of, . reinspection t~a,:n who may stop 
applicants at the "lower" end has you. SBA has moved fo invite the 
decreased in proportipn to the team to its November 13 meeting. 
number of applicants at the We certainly hope our invitation 
"quality" end. In other words, will be accepted. 
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Tnith In Testine: . 
Answer Sheet Foi- Questions About New Statute 
• 
LaValle is planning to convene the 
Sena(e Higher ~ducation 
Commi~tee to d1s~uss the 
possibility of exempting the~e 
tests due to the economic 
hardship of developing more tests 
for so few students. There is 
· 
already a prece.dent for exempting 
low-volume tests as the law 
specifically exempts the 
achievement and GRE advanced 
tests. Other small tests were not 
excluded because, "They never 
came and told us about the 
problem," Senator La Valle told 
the New York Times. 
Q: Will the law make it impossible 
to develop enough questions for 
the MCAT and DAT? 
A: No. The sponsors of these 
exams have argued that the nature 
of their tests' subject matter limits 
the number of relevant questions 
that they could develop . However, 
according to note'd" test experts 
including Dr. Walt Haney, staff 
director of the National 
Consortium on Testing (an 
organization of educators 
concerned with ~ testing, whose 
members include ETS), the law 
does not create this problem . 
However, the DAT sponsors have 
recently agreed to comply with 
the law as have the LSAT, GRE 
and GMA T sponsors. 
Q: Won't the law cause problems 
with "equating," the process that 
makes tests comparable from one 
year to the next? 
A: No. The law exempts 
nongraded questions used to 
equate tests from being disclosed . 
Some tests such as the SAT do all 
their equating with such ungrilded 
questions. Other tests which 
currently use graded questionS' for · 
equating can easily adopt the SAT 
procedure. According to the 
independent testing experts who 
testified at the Senate-Assembly 
hearing on Truth in Testing, 
equating can . continue using 
existing techniques and 
procedural modifications that 
extend no further than rewriting 
som e computer subroutines. 
According to Professor E.W. 
Kelley of Cornell, a testing 
consultant to the U.S. Congress 
and th e University of .Chicago, 
"Equating is entirely possible at 
little or no cost under this 
legislation . The methods used for 
equating under this legislation will 
be simple, including some already 
practiced by the test industry'." 
Th is view is endorsed by, among 
others, Dr. Lewis W. Pike, senior 
resea rch er at the National 
Institute of Education and former 
director of verbal test 
development at ETS . 
Q: Couldn't any extra cost 
incurred in preparing new tests be 
spread across the country rather 
than just being charged to New 
York students? 
A:Of course. In fact it's the 
logical approach to take as the 
tests written to comply with 
Truth -in-Testing can be used 
across the country. Even using the 
industry's inflated cost figures, if 
a national policy of disclosure was 
adopted, the increase in test fees 
to students would be minimal. 
The Law School Admissions 
Council, which sponsors the 
LSAT, has indicated that it might 
do just this. Byt most test 
• I · to 
companies are not P anrnng 
follow this policy, as their.~o~ is 
noUo co_mply with th e law, Its t~ 
weaken_ .1t. ~ongress however, I~ 
cons_1der~ng _a , federald 
Truth-m-Testmg _bill that wou 
extend the provisions of the New 
h · t ' 
York la~· to _t e entire c?un ry. 
The bill 1s sponsored by
· T d w · d 
Representatives C: · eiss an 
Shirley Chisholm of New York 
and George Miller of California. 
•d · Several states are a1so cons1 enng 
Truth-in-Testing legislation. 
Q: What is being done to protect 
stud1mts, who the law is designed 
to benefit, from reduced services, 
boycotts of the state and 
increased fees? 
A: Senator LaValle, as previously 
mentioned, will convene the 
Senate's Higher Education 
Committee in November to review 
the testing corporation's claims. · 
The Committee will consider ways 
of making it possible for 
sm al I-volume tests, including 
special tests for handicapped and 
Sunday test-takers to continue 
operating economically within the 
state. , If warranted, they may 
exempt some of these tests from 
the law. The Committee may also 
subpoena internal cost documents 
from the larger com·panies to 
determine if an increase in test 
fees is justified . If it is determined 
that an increase in fees or 
reduction in services is not 
necessary, strong pressure will be 
brought to make the companies 
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comply fully with the law . 
Previously disclosed cost 
documents indicate that no 
increase is justified . 
The State Education 
Department has also ruled that 
the law applies not only to tests 
given in the state but also to tests 
given anywhere, whose results are 
sent to a college ·er university in 
New York. Therefore , it would be 
illogical for a test to be withdrawn 
from New York, as the company 
would still have to comply with 
the law . 
It is important to recognize 
that the law is a good one1 but 
that the testing industry is 
working feverishly to weaken it . 
This issue was summarized by Dr. 
Vito Perrone, a well-kn.own test 
h I d President of the 
~ai::al ~onsortium on Testing, 
"There is some degree of 
intimidation in al.I ~f this that is 
una~ceptable. There - is little 
'd th t any · of th d' 
e~I ence a d t e ir~I 
circumstances nee o preva1
unless again, the testing industry-
f ' b. d . t · 
re uses to nng 1area y ex1s mg
k I d and fr~shcommitmerit 
nowbe ge th 
t O O e a r nWh. eth new 
circumstances. at e testd d not ish t 
pro ucers O wthe 0 
acknowledge is that law 
introduces a measure of fairness 
that is now lacking and has the 
potential . for improving rather 
th an diminishing the overall 
quality of assessment 
practices; It deserves support 
and shm1ld not be permitted to 
falter . through inaccurate 
information or threats." 
Q: Who are some of the law's 
support_ers? 
A: Virtually every major parent, . 
teacher, student and civil rights 
group in New York State. These 
supporters include: the New York 
State Congress of Parents and 
Teachers (PT A), The United 
Parents Association, the New 
York Educators Association 
(NYEA), the New York State 
United Teachers (NYSUJ)', the 
New York' Personnel and 
Guidance Association, the New 
York State English Council, the 
Student Association of the State 
University, the Independent 
. Stu'dents Coalition, the CUNY 
Student Senate, the New York 
Public Interest and Research 
Group , the NAACP, the Puerto 
Rican Legal De-fense and 
Education Fund, the New York 
State Consumer Protection Board 
and the Attorney General of New 
York. The law is also supported 
by the director of Arts and 
Sciences admissions at Cornell , 
the SUNY : Bingh,amton · F.aculty 
Senate and numerous test experts 
such . as Dr'. Leon Kamin, author 
of The Science and Politics of,IQ 
and former chairman of the 
Princeton ciniver_sity psychology 
department. 
· 
Q: What does the Truth-in-Testing 
law do? 
A: It extends the concept of 
Truth - in-Packaging and 
Truth-in-Labeling to standardized 
higher education admission tests. 
Essentially, it is a disclosure law. 
It provides students, parents and 
educators with the information 
needed to make intelligent use of 
these important tests. The law 
requires test companies to: 
1. Provide a student on request, 
after scores have been released, 
with a copy of the test 
questions, the student's 
answers and the correct 
answers. 
· 
correct answers And sixth it 
enables studen~ to see which 
questions they· got wrong, detect 
their areas of w·eakness, and learn 
fromtheirmistakes. 
Q: Why have the testing 
companies threatened to raise test 
fees? 
A: In an effort to keep their tests 
from . public scrutiny, the 
companies have claimed that the 
cost of developing new questions, 
to replace the ones made public, 
will force them to raise fees. The 
College Board has stated that it 
may increase the current $8.25 
SAT fee by as much as $5 .00 and 
reduce the number of test dates. 
2. Supply test-takers with more 
detailed information about 
what the test is designed to 
measure, how their scores will 
be computed and how test 
scores correlate with important 
background factors such as 
race, economic class and 
coaching for the exams. 
· ·3_ Disclose all studies and reports 
of test -vilidity. 
Q: How cloes ,TJuth-in-Testing 
help students?_ 
A: In several ways. First, it helps 
them understand the ir scores by 
telling them the test's error of 
measurement · and how well it 
predicts future performance . 
Second, it lessens the ihequi ties 
,created by expensive test coaching 
schools by giving all students 
equal access to information about 
the test and test questions. The 
i!llportance of this access has been 
underscored by a rf cent Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) report 
which found that certain cl asses 
of students had their scores 
significantly increased by 
coaching. Third, it helps them 
detect scoring mistakes by 
disclosing their answers along with 
the correct answers. Within the 
past year scoring errors involving 
thousands of students have come 
to light in the law, business and 
medical school tests. Fourth, it 
lets them know how their scores 
will · be altered before being 
reported to schools. Test 
companies now recalculate scores 
into index numbers without 
telling students how or why these 
manipulations are .being done or 
what their reported index number 
is. Fifth, it increases the, validity 
of test questions_by°opening them 
to the scrutiny of educators and 
experts. In the o'ne case where 
questions were released after ttie 
test (the· February, 1973 
Multistate Bar Exam) ~eorgetown 
University • .law professors were 
found to disagree on 25% of the 
However, there is no justification 
for increasing fees. According to 
the internal · cost studies of ETS 
only about 5 percent of the fe e 
paid by th e student goes to the 
cost of question development 
compared tu 22 per cent- 27 per 
cent which goes tu test company 
profit margin . ETS has estimated 
that the law would increase SAT 
question development costs by 
$1,092,000. ETS ' · own internal 
test development manual, which 
says that must questions arc 
already written anew fur each 
test, suggests that this figure is 
greatly intlated . But even if this 
ETS estimate is taken at face 
value, it amounts tu less than one 
third of the profit margin taken 
by ETS and the College Board on 
the SAT (Between 1974-75 and 
1976-77 the profit margin ranged 
from $3,028,178 to $3,541,000) . 
Thus, by ETS 's own figures, 
Truth-in -T esting could be 
implemented with no increase in 
fees and only a modest cut in the 
profit margin of th is ostensibly 
nun - profit, t a x -e xempt 
corporation. 
Q: What about the low-volume 
tests that may be withdrawn from 
the state? 
A: 'With the exception of the 
MCAT, and MAT, the only exams 
th at the industry is threatening to 
stop giving in New York are tests 
that only a few hundred students 
take each year. State Senator 
Kenneth LaValle, R-Port 
Jefferson, the law's principal 
sponsor, has stated that though 
the industry's threats to increase 
fees are "part of their national 
strategy of diluting the disclosure 
provision and making it as hard as 
possible to implement this law," 
special administrations for · 
Saturday Sabbath observers and 
handicapped students and other 
low-volume tests may warrant 
special consideration. Senator 
1. 
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0'8rlarr HollSure~Fire Ticket To wa11·· street Celebrates 
·From the Placement Office of Halloween 
Murphy's Law School 
Many students panic in this day and age about the probability they will be unemployed when they leave law school. 
Don't despair. This is designed to· give you some tips which are not published in library books or necessarily ascribed to 
0 
on 
the third floor, but are sure-fire ways of getting a job. . 
The most important key to getting a legal job is to have- a resume which will catch a potential employer's eye. The 
hiring committee is looking for a neatly printed resume where the important information jumps off the page. Therefore, 
make extensive use of boldface as initially the hiring committee does not- read any of your fine print. 
After your name, address, and other personal information (zodiac signs are a must for California firms) you should start 
off your resume with relevant information about your legal education. · 
Next, honors and activities require great emphasis in a resume. Remember to include them in your resume. 
Then since legal employers are usually impressed with experience gained in association with large law firms, consider 
the following examples o.f_.experience to which many Buffalo students can honestly attest. · 
We suggest the following form: " 
LEGAL EDUCATION 
State University of New York at Buffalo 
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence 
Buffalo, New York 14260 
J.D. expected May 1980. 
Class Rank: 10% 
\ 
Honors Grades: would have been appreciated in the following courses. Corporations; Enterprise 
Organizations; Evidence; Torts; Contracts; Federal Tax II; Constitutional Law I; Constitutional Law 11; 
Constitutional Law IV (seminar on Presidential Powers); Constitutional Law XXIX (research seminar 
on Lockhart, p. 429, note 3, par. 1v vi or Gunther, p. 633, sec. B, line 4, 3rd word in.); Commercial 
Paper; Legal Profession 111; The LeE?I Implications of The William Tell Overture (seminar). 
LSAT: 797 
November 400 
July 397 
HONORS AND ACTIVITIES: 
Buffalo Law.Review . . 
· Received defective complimentary copy of Vol. 28, Number 1. 
· •·chartes 'S: Desmond Moot Court Competition - Finals 
• Sat in third row and attended free cocktail party following the arguments. 
Cllarles S. Desmond Moot Court Competftion - Best Briefs 
A·ccidentally revealed during post-banquet party. 
Suffalo Legislation Project . 
· Tried to slice BLP's budget to facili~ate more videotapi11g of SBA meetings. 
Buffalo Consumer Mediation Service 
Elicited their aid in dispute with Echo II over defective bong. 
Buffalo Legal Aid (Clinic) 
· Former frequent (and well-liked) client. 
Sea Grant Fellow 
·Spent several hours in law library searching for anything published by one. 
Student Bar Association 
· Former president - resigned for personar and compelling reasons (e.g. membership on law review, 
important long-distance phone calls) 
R~search and Writing Instructor 
Couldn't believe it when mine got a raise. 
Law School Journalism - The Opinion 
Read every other Thursday. · 
LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 
Philledup, Lyres, Hafcrocked, Blinde, and Hubris 
Buffalo, New York 
Received· personalized form letter signed by an associate's personal secretary offering to return 
my resume (C.O.D.). 
Jaeckle, Fleischmann, and Mygel 
Buffalo, New York · 
Receive~ ratings of "qualified" from a senior partner in areas of Future Interests and Estate 
Planning . 
... 
District Attorney!s Office . 
Buffalo, New York . · ' . 
Booked, finge~r:!_nted and then rel~ased on my own recognizance. 
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Culinary Counsel 
Take StocklnSoupFo-i- Warmth And Aroma . 
• ~ ·• little effort and whatever 1 tsp. curry 2 onion slices Simmer 1 hour. Add the rest of 
:1f(,,,, ingredients are on hand. Keeping a 3 c. broth 1 vegetable bouillon cube the onions. Stir into one cup of 
' pot simmering constantly on the 1 1 lb. can pumpkin 2 c. milk, scalded the broth, the sour cream, and 
stove to which you add leftovers 1 T. hbney 1 qt. boiling water then back , into the soup. Add 
is convenient, thrifty and leaves a dash nutmeg · 1 tsp. salt lemor,juice and simmer another 
lovely aroma circulating · salt&pepper 1 eggyolk,beaten hour. Serve hot or cold and 
throughout the house. This 1 can evaporated milk 2 T. grated Swiss cheese, or garnish with - sour cream. 
practice takes care to avoid Saute mushrooms and onions more to taste Seasoning with marjoram or 
bottulism or other food poisoning in butter. Add flour and curry. Drain cauliflower and mash in savory adds a little interest. 
from occuring. An alternative is to Then broth. Add everything else a blender or food mill. Saute ' This is a nice light \oup, 
freeze all your leftovers and then but the milk and simmer 15 onion in butter and add bouillon perfect for a first course. 
one day empty your freezer into a ·minutes. Add milk and heat cube. Stir milk and water into : 
big pot to simmer and voila! through. Serve topped with sour cauliflower and combine with Carrot So.up 
A word about stock. Many cream or yogurt. 
recipes call for meat or poultry Variation: Substitute squash A: 
by Karen Spencer stock or water from cooked for pumpkin and add 1 c. orange 2 lb. carrots, chopped 
vegetables which obviously means juice. 4 c. stock! 
Mm! Mm! Good! How we simmering these items for a few 1½tsp. salt 
children of the media could be led hours. Stock is an important Barbie's Beet Borscht 1 potato, chopped (optional) 
to believe that soup only meant ingredient to those water based B: 
Campbell's! The saddest part of soups but it need not be a time 2T. oil 1 c. chopped onion 
that media manipulation was the con S1:l ming process. Bouillon 3 onions, chopped 1-2 cloves gar Iic; crushed 
warping of our tastebuds (to say cubes are quick and easy for those _ 3 beets, peeled and grated 1/3 c. chopped cashews or 
nothing of contributing to not opposed to preservatives. 2 beet,, peeled and cubed almonds 
another corporate conglomerate There are vegetable bouillon.cubes 1 carrot, chopped Bring A to boil and simmer 15 
that controls our legislative· available which are unadulterated 2 potatoes, peeled and cubed minutes. Let cool. Saute B in 3T. • 
0 
process). ~ can remember hating from health food stores or food 1 medium head red cabbage, butter and salt. Puree A and B 
my mother's homemade vegetable co-ops. shredded until smooth. Whisk in 1 c. milk 
soup because it didn't taste like A secret of mine, when none of 2 qts. stock or 1 c. yogurt/buttermilk and 1 T. 
that froni the red and white can. I ·the above alternatives are 2 c. canned tomatoes honey, or ½ pint heavy cream, or 
not only remember, but still have desirable, is to finely mince onion; ½ tsp. dill seeds, finely ground 3/4 c. sour cream. Heat very slowly. 
a soup spoon with the little celery and carrots (¼ to ½ .c;>f a 2 bay leaves Season with: nutmeg, ·mint and 
Campbell's girl on the handle! cup), mite in oil with salt _and 1 T. soy flour cinnamon, or thyme, marjoramFor those of us concerned withBut homemade soup - what a pepper until browned and add 3 T. brewer's yeast and basil, cir fresh grated ginger
caloric intake, soup can be aversatile and nourishing and boiling water. This will quickly 1 tsp. salt sauteed in butter and a littlefilling but not fattening meal.downright delight to the palate. A create a savory stock. Saute onions, beets, carrot, sherry. 
perfect mainstay for student diets, So plan to spend a cold winter potatoes and cabbage in oil for 15 onion mixture. Add salt. ·Cook 5 Garnish with toasted nuts or 
a large pot of.soup can serv·e many evening in front .of the fire with a minutes,. stiFting constantly. Add minutes; Strain. Add a little of the grated apple. ' 
meals in a minute. With the onset friend to fondle and begin it• all broth arid simmer until veggies are hot . liquid to the egg yolk, return 
of cooler weather, a warm, hearty ' with one of the heartwarming crisp-tender. Combine rest of to the rest of the soup and stir in Russian Cabbage Borscht 
soup warms the soul which can soups below ~r one of your own ingredients and add to kettle. cheese. 
then in turn ·warm ano.ther body: creations! Good loving!! Cook 10 minutes. Serve with sour . 3 T. butter 
(Bet you never thought of soup as cream or yogurt. Mrs. Tredo's Turkey -Soup 1 ½ c. thinly sliced potato 
foreplay, did you?!!) Pumpkin'Mushroom Soup 1 ½ c. thinly chopped onion 
The recipes that follow are a Cauliflower Soup A: . 1 c. thinly slic~d beets . 
mere sample of endless ½ lb. sliced mushrooms 5 qt. water 1 · larg~ sliced carrot , 
possibilities. Creative cooks can ½c. chopped onion 1 head cauliflower; broken into Turkey carcass · 1 stalk chopped celery 
conjure up a surprise potful of 2 T. butter pieces and steamed until tel')der 1 c. chopped celery 3 c-. chopped cabbage 
sweet and/or savory soup with 2 T. flour ·3 T .' butter · ½ C. chopped ceiery leaves 1 tsp. caraway seeds 
1 c. chopped o_nion 1 T. rai_si ns 
7 chicken or vegetable bouillon 4 c. stock 
cubes 2 tsp. salt Do-liars ·And Sense Don't Mix 1 T. salt pepper . 
. . . ¼ tsp. pepper ¼ tsp. dill weed 
J.P. Stevens Rings Up Bell Who Needs It? But the long-term fallout from 1 Bay leaf rl T. & 1 Tsp. cider vinegar 
Departed US Attorney General If you want to know how Three Mile · Island • will B: 1 T. & 1 tsp .. honey 
Griffin Bell finds himself with a much oil is coming into the undoubtedly include a switch to ½ c. chopped parsley 1 c. tomato puree 
new client now that he is back in country, from now on you'll have coal-burning plants to supplement 1 c. peas, fresh or frozen Cook potatoes, beets in water 
private practic_e. According to to rely on the oil companies. The nuclear _power. And guess who 1 c. sliced carrots until tender. In another large pot, 
Labor Notes, J.P. Stevens - the US Customs Service, the only builds 50 per cent of all coal-fired 1 c. cut green beans saute onions in butter; add 
notorious anti-union textile government agency which power plants? Babcock and 4 c. (8 oz.) fine egg noodles caraway . seeds and salt. Add 
company - has hired Bell's - law physically measures imports, is Wilcox. Even last year, coal plants celery, carrots and cabbage. Add¼ c. butterfirm of King ahd Spalding to giving up the program as an accounted for more of B&W's water from potato and beets and¼ c. flourdefend it against a union law suit economy measure. sales than nuclear work did. Now, cook, covered, until all are tender.Combine A in large kettle and · alleging illegal surveillance and In a spot check of import the sky's the · limit as company Add potatoes and beets and
simmer for 1 hour. Removeconspiracy to violate civil rights. figures by The Los Angeles Times, profits (if not individual plants) everything else. Simmer,, covered 
carcass and let cool.' Add B tothe Customs totals conflicted are likely to explode. for 30 minJtes. . (I add more
kettle, bring to boil, and simmersharply with those give/1 out by honey and "'._i~ei;,r tq tast~.) 10 minutes. Remove meat fromWould You Buy A New Car Smell the oil companies. A tanker which Contract Bans Sexual Harassment 
cooled carcass and add to kettle.From This Can? Chevron reported discharging A four year long uphill battle Nina's Zuppa di Lenticchi 
It used to be you bought spray 601,840 into Heat to boiling and add noodles . barrels the was finally .won in mid-September 
in a can to get rid of odors. Now company's El Segundo refinery , when 850 clerical workers at Cook uncovered 10 mir:iutes. Melt 2-3 c. dried lentils 
retailers are buying cans full of butter. Stir in flour and cook over ·'for example, actually unloaded Boston University signed their 1 onion 
them - odor of chocolate chip 646,143 barrels according to contract. One of the low heat until browned. Stir' intofirst most 1 clove garlic boiling soup. Return to boilingcookie, even non-greasy French Cust oms. unique aspects of the District 65 2 s ta! ks eel ery 
fries - all to lure the -hungry Such a 7 per cent discrepency local's agreement is a clause on . ·and simmer fpr 5 minutes. 4 T. olive oU 
consumer into the store for the could mean the difference sexual harassment that union A great after:Thanksgiving 1 T . chopped parsley 
treat!retailer-only-knows - what old between plenty of crude oil or a activists believe is the toughest in 1 c. or so tomatoes, chopped
pie or fries. real oil crisis. From now on, no the nation. salt & pepper 
International Flavors & one will know. Signs must be prominently Spinach Soup_ Cook lentils in large pot with 
Fragrances sells ttie · bombs, for displayed throughout . BU about 2 quarts boiling salted 
·· J $25 to. $30 per timed-release Heads We Win, Tails We Win workplaces . stating· that any 2 gt. water water for 1 hour. Chop onion,
device, ~ich periodi~ally showers After Three Mile Island wiped unwanted sexual attention is 1 lb. fres~ spina_ch garlic and celery and saute with 
the ,scent into the ehvir~nment. out, press reports emphasized the ·forbidden. Should a clerical 2 med. potatoes oil and parsl()y., until . browned. 
The :creani of the crop th9t.1gh tremendous financial setback it worker take out a grievance ¾ c. sliced green onions Add tomatoes and cook 10, 
is "Velvet Touch" - a "new car" meant for the companies involved. against her b~ss, _the complaint is salt and pepper, minutes loryger. Pour th~ mixture 
scent put out by a company in Babcock & Wilcox, the maker of immediately ,expedited to the ½ c. sour cream . i' pot with lent_ils. S_immer, _ 
.,. Massachusetts. It's guaranbled to the defective nuke, was hit not final step of the grievance process. 2 .J. fresh lemon juice covert'd 15 minutes. or un.til lentils 
'/ rej1tv~nate · ~Y old jalopy with only with lawsuits but also with a And regardless of the outcome, Heat .water in large pot. Wash are soft. Garnish with ' Romano 
that i special polyvinyl ~loride gpvernment order suspending the clerical worker can request - spinach and cut off St!llTIS. Peel cheese. ' · 
biphen,YJ:. (rFB), . known to be work on all 17 B&W reactors and must be given - a transfer. to and dice potatoes. Add .spinach, 
1 
extremely nazar~ous .to your currently on order or under another department at the same potatoes, and half the onions to SORRY - -No Restaurant ,of the 
health. construction. type of job and rate of pay. the water and season to taste. Bi-Week! 
· ' 
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Pep Talk ~ 
_Sta,nkey D Jfins; -Ma_rtin Firetl; Mays Suspended 
! 
" 
by Joe Peperone 
I 
·Ducks,. by a score of 3-2.. The The modest Flatow then Steinbrenner, and Martin was into the situation, Martin may not 
Du<lks, obviously _playing far proceeded to list his roster, and fired as the manager of the have a future in baseball. 
above their ability, were led by · mention the contribution each Yankees. Steinbrenner has tolerated 
the surprisingly strong pitching of player made in the team's victory, Martin is a pathetic little child Martin's antics and probably will 
Herb "this s---- is hard to hit" using such terms as "rifle for an who can't control himself, and put in the only good words for 
Roisman. With the exception of. a arm" and "lightning fast speed". until he can, . doesn't deserve to him during the inquiry. Martin 
few tasteless, misinformed Obviously at a loss . to come up manage in organized baseball. should stop his Lone Ranger act 
comments directed toward our with anything good playing-wise Martin's been given plenty of and start appreciating the few 
own fine pitcher by Nancy Kaple, to say about Stu Ball, Flatow . chances to prove his maturity, and friends he has. 
both teams agreed the game was a described him as the "best-looking. has blown them all. This brings us to the latest 
classic. second baseman in the league." In firing Martin, Steinbrenner 1JOSt-season baseball news - the 
The Ducks won again in the ·Ball, while not commenting did the· only thing he could do Willy Mays affair. Because Willy 
semi-finals, but lost the publicly, did want me to tell under the circumstances. He_ has signed a contract to visit 
champion.ship game to' an arrogant Flatow -to stop calling, since he couldn't go on bailing Martin out ti ospitals, foster homes and 
bunch of freshpersons known as already haa plans for · this of trouble while his team suffered community centers in depressed
Being in a feisty mood, I've Stankey D. weekend. embarassment by association. areas of Atlantic City as a 
decided · to ignore the standards As I was too busy drowning The season was a great success, The tragic part of this whole representative of a company
and ethics _of unbiased, my sorrows after' our loss, I asked and many kudos should go to all mess is Steinbrenner' truly likes owning a gambling casino,
responsible journalism and tet rip. 
· Jay· Flatow, the Stankey D responsible. Now if the SBA can Martin, and would do anything Baseball Commissioner Bowie 
Hurt by a freak pre-game 
· manager, .for a round-up of the only allocate a few bucks. . . for him: Martin has told reporters Kuhn · has ba_nned him from 
injury ·to star shortstop and coach season and the championship By now almost everyone has he doesn't need Steinbrenner's baseball, for (get this) actions 
Chris Trapp, and ~evastated by. a game. Despite the known fact that heard about Billy Martin's latest "so called help" anymore and detrimental to the game. 
decision by umpire Tom "you're his team's victory was s~lely due run-in. It seems Martin wished the. Yankee owner would Czar Kuhn has decided that 
Boog Powell" Gick, team 1, my to luck, Flatow stated that his sucker-punched a marshmallow "not be allowed to interfere with Mays signed a pact with the devil 
team, was-eliminated from the law team ''_cruised to a 7-2 victory" salesman at a bar in Bloomington, my future in baseball." and shouldn't be allowed to wear 
school softball playoffs last week. the uniform of a major leaguethrough their "swift-fielding, Minn. His promises that he would -. Martin should be glad·someone 
At · the risk of great heads-up smart ballplaying, never again punch a marshmallow wants to help him with his future team until his •soul has been 
embarrassment, I must admit we · agressive · hitting and base-running salesman went unheeded by in baseball, because after the cl'eansed. Kuhn, ignoring the fact 
were bea(en_by (df 'air teams) th~· arid great- defense." Y a n k e e· owner George Commissioner finishes his inquiry that other ba-seball owners have 
~ ,. : 'Legal EtJR1,e·. active , interests · in gambling 
facilities, arbitrarily decided on 
Mays' suspension before Mays 
received the job. I just wish he 
I 
Restitution By-Beed·May ln,deed Beg Abu((n~ 
would. tell us why and whert! he 
got the authority to act as he did : 
by Alan Beckoff prostitute's favors would . be Cowboys and gay prostitutes were While it is true th~~ the results I fail to see the point to the 
announced over WNYC-AM, the lost in the shuffle of the mayor's of _judicial convictions which ,1re suspension. If Kuhn had evidepce 
When one hears of innovations city-owned radio station. characteristically impulsive action. ori the public record, there is no that pre-pubescenis were painting 
in pur judicial system, i·t's usually One thing wrong with this.idea Another and more serious fau lt need to publicize convictions little mustaches and taking their 
regarding cameras in the is, even for the mayor's purposes, with Koch's idea is that it is which arc not newsworthy. The money out of the bank to play 
courtroom · or advertising by it is not broad enough. It applies needlessly . hu!lliliating to men p~opl~ of New York City .w9uld black-iack in Atlantic City, then I 
lawyers. There has been some..t<llk only to Manhattan because only w_l10 ,!1'1ay . ,very w_cll l;lave a be better 'served°' if. the · names of . cou ld sec, that Mays was having a 
lately, both on the ·~ta:te ' and the Manhattan district attorney • ,deep-rooted psych9logical landlords fined for violating · the bad influence on the game. But it 
federal level, about uniform has agreed to provide the names problem which leads them to housin_g cp~~- or, Qf resta1,1ran~s just doesn't seem fair to punish a 
sentefitlrig. Iii ottier ~8as1 judic)al without a reporter having to look., patronize ladies o~.fh.S e,v,cn,ipg,.,lf , cited by the Health Department 48 year :old man who loves 
creativity 1s ''being' tfve~·o6ked! .I them up in the pu~li~. records. it's just a simpler case of a man were broadc,1st. Koen'.~ desire to baseball, from being able to 
would like to ·ca'!l'~tteri~lori;fo,Nto . Also, this scheme · apparently cheating on hi~· wife, ii is for the return to the d,iys of t~c pillory is participate. because a company 
examples. . , covers only male customers and couple to work o'ut without as commendable ·as _.,'\yatollch involve~ with gambling gave him a 
Five years. ago; 'Phillii,t Petit, female p rostlfute·s; . M'idnight . interferenC'c 'tram the,.~~~h<>ritics. Khomeini's rcviv,tl of h,i~d~slifing. job.... 
the French aerialist, ·broke ' into 
the Wotld Trade Center in order Record Rackto string a tightrope between the 
two towers. The next day, he 
astounded the world with his Zeppelin Light,, Eagles ·Heavy, Mac -~till H~ The Knack 
daredevil highwire feat (much as 
'. . .' . '· 
George Willig would three years 
three year delay . There is no lack by the·• title song Tusk; it 's 1candle td the Eagle'st>estreleases.later by climbing the south Tusk - Fleetwood Mac 
of music here; ii Is a' double album p r o b a b I y · th e l'n o s t Led Zeppelin is coming off onetower). Petit was sentenced to The Long Rµn - The Eagles 
with twenty songs. The·quality is unrepresentative ~ong on the of its least succes~ful albums (weperform in Cen·tral Park before an In Through·The 'Out Door - Led 
very high . But s'om ~thing . albUm and evehtually it will grow . will overlook the intermediate live
audience of needy children. · Zeppelin interesting is going on. · on you . album) in Presence. What PresenceThis type of sentencing - I ) Stevie Nicks is bu'ilding off her The £agles new album follows was lacking is exactly wha In
restitution by · deeds rather than Within the last few weeks the basic formula and coming up-with the direction of Hotel California. Through The Out Door· is filledtime ·is not altogether record campanies have been 
songs that are not copies of her Gone·, for the most part, is the with, ,genuine songs. Zeppelin was 
uncommon. Vandals, for 'instance, assaulting u.s with a slew of new 
older ' tunes; but retain her mellow country rock sound oneof-thefew,ifnotonly,bands
are often required to perform albums, many of them by artists distincti've sound. ' primarily heard in the early-years, of its genre to be consistently
community -services. 'But ·a judge with superstar status. These three Christine · McVie has retreated partlcularly on the Desperado' appealing to an FM audiencein Cortland, N. Y. has added a new have appeared after extremely from the sound she used -on _the · album . :In its place is streamlined while also having' a healthydimension to this theory. long delays. last few albums to a mor.e . straight ahead rock. - • sampling of AM hits.A young Cortland man had a In th·e case of Led Zeppeli_n, int'i'ospectiv.e," moody, and The addition of ex-Paco This ,album brings ihem backlittle too much to drink in a local the delay is excused by certajh 
restrained sound, similar to her . mem.ber Tim Schmidt has to that' point. There is greattavern one nigh't; and became personal difficulties . thj:lt have 
work on Bare Trees. nowhere near the impact on the • variety in style without any of thedisorderly. Two policemen arrived beset the band. Lindsey Buckingham is group that the addition of Joe songs not sounding like Zeppelin.
on the scene, only to be subjected The other two bands, however, 
respon~ible for 1- much gr.eater Walsh had. Furthermore, most of the albumto .a blistering, obscene verbal seem to have been aware -of the percentage of the writing and lead · Joe Walsh's.influence is all over is missing the heaviness that was
attack by the inebriated patron. · obstacles they were 'running up 
vocals than before. He wrote the album but Schmidt's influence beginning to ground them.Brought up on charges of what against; their last albums were by 
about half of the songs on the is only strongly felt on the one Every song on this album is
niay be called verbal assautt, he far their inost successful. 
album . Lindsey.'s songs.... tend to be song which he co-wrote and in successful in its own way, from 
was· offer.ed a choice : a $50 fine Fleetwood Mac's Rumours has 
more arty, unique and atypically which he sings the lead. This song, the rockabilly of "Hot Dog," to 
or having 'his· mouth washe·d out been hailed as one of the best Fleetwood · Mac. Not that this is "I Can't Tell Ybu Why" is one .of the ballad style of "All My Love,"
with soap. He chose the latter, rock albums ever made. This is bad, b~t most of Lindsey's songs the albums two ballads and it is to the sheer elegance and
and the two arres'ting -officers quite · tinderstandable. It was ­
tenc!' to take loflger· to grow 'on · one'of the best son~. unexpectecl twistings o'f "Fool Inglc1dly obliged • in : the police • chock full of songs that could 
you than do the other songs. The ·o·th· er·· h· ·,gh ·,ght·s·; ..,nclutle · The -Rain " Even "Catousel-.station's washroom. · · have been' hit singles and the four This was also the case with jde·· Walsh's· "In The City," ambra," •'the '·longest song on theAt least as flr,nny-iA" the_ory, b~t singles released off of the album . Rumours where "Never Going p rl!vi ociily '· -availaole ' on the · album~ manages to stay a song·a11dfar · more '!,armful rn practice, is went top ten on the singles chart. Back Again" was the song that sound.track of "The Warriors,'' the · avottVbecoming the meanderingt.he "John Hour," 'a new· radi·o But more' importantly, the took 'the most liste~ing. , :· hit ·single ''Heartache Tonight," piec;e ·of Which 'Presence h'ad far
sh9w devised· oy New''York City . album worked as_ a .whole; 'the The best songs o'n the .album · and "The Sad Cafe." Strangely . too ·many: '•. . . ·. . . .Mayor Edward ' Koch: In· a nibve songs belonged with each other. 
are Stevie's "S-ara" ahd l•storrhst appealing i's the cut "The Disco Possibly their most successfulto single-'hande~ly ·eliminate the The a!bum displayed _the_ban.d's -Ch'ri~~ine's "Brown E:yes" · and Strangler." '' :· ' ' : · album in· terms ·of variety and 
_ world's oldest '• profession from·' incredible knac~ for ge_nume pop Lindsey's "That's· Alf For ,While this album is faclcing in vitality,' this 'alburri·shoµld w1n theFun City, Koch declared last . s~nsibHity ~hile a~pe_ah~:g to,ve,:y , Everyone." ..' ; l ' any dreadful cuts it is also lacking . group severaf new fan& wi~out ' 
month the names of tl).ose diverse a~~•enc~s. . Warning: dori'f be scared off in ' any songs that can hol~, a l<;>5i~g _any of ttieold ones. . .. ' 
convicted · of ' accepting .. a Tusk rs nbw with. us, After' ·a 
11 .1 ' '.' 
. 
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Ophiils Links MemoryAndMorality 
cont'd. from page 1 Memories come together to 
Taylor, chief U.S. prosecuto"r at build history and act as a filter to 
the Nuremburg trials, and Michael help us understand and deal with 
Frisch , professor of history at UB. the past. Films like "The Memory 
The discussion, moderated by of Justice" are necessary to 
Dean Thomas Headrick, centered combat the phenomenon of 
broadly on memory and justice. "disjunction" (selective 
Speaking first, Frisch looked at remembering) and force us to 
the interrelationships between wrestle with the ambiguities that 
history, memory, and the medium exist in our relationship with the 
of film. History is a collective past, according to Frisch. 
objective "remembrance" of the Taylor spoke about the varying 
past, Frisch said . Memory, by perceptions of justice and their 
contrast, is a subjective, individual interplay with memory. 
. thing, he said. Nuremburg, as an idea, he said, 
Moot Court 
Desmond Finals Draw Near 
by Tkn Cashmore judges and faculty members will 
act as judges for the oral 
The largest field of competitors · arguments. The panel hearing the 
ever to partidpate in the Charles final round will be composed of 
S . Desmqn,d Moot Court former Chief Judge Desmond of 
competition will meet one the New York Court of Appeals, 
another in oral arguments next for whom the competition is 
week as the competition builds to named, Judge Matthew J. ) asen of 
its climax. Preliminary rounds will the Court of Appeals, and Justices 
be held at 7 and 9 p.m. Tuesday, Michael F. Dillon ano Richard D. 
November 13 through Thursday , Simons of the Fourth Department 
November 15~ Semi-final ·rounds Ar,pellate Division . 
are November 16 at 7 and 9 p.m. Competitors and judges will 
The finals will be held at 2 p.m. attend an awards banquet at th n 
on Saturday, November 17. The Great Gatsby following the fin ; 
public is invited to attend all round. The Law Alumni 
rounds. Association is again sponsoring 
Thirty-eight teams submitted the banquet as its contribution to 
briefs, four more than last year's the moot court pr<;>gram. 
record field. The bric fs have been Associate members will be 
graded by the Moot Court Board 's selected to the Moot Court board 
Desmond Committee and will on the basis of their performance 
count for half of the total score. in the competition. They will help 
Scores given by the judges in th e prepare briefs and drill teams for 
preliminary oral rounds will count oral argument for the several 
for the other half. interscholastic competitions the 
This year 's problem involves board enters in the spring. They 
two issues, a self-defense cl aim by will a lso help in · the 
a battered wife · who killed her administration of the Albert R. 
husband and the constitutionality Mugcl Tax Moot Court 
of a state statute based on the compet1t1on , the regional 
Federal Speedy Trial Act. competition hosted by the UB 
Nearly 150 local attorneys, Moot Court Board. 
Alumni Convocation·Set 
Leslie G. Foschio, .chairman of 
the UB law school's Fourth 
Annual Convocation, announced 
the program for this year's event 
to be Urban Redevelopment. It 
will be held on Saturday, 
November 10 at the law schoo l, 
and will be the mo s t 
comprehensive program to date 
I- on Buffalo's current project. 
Prominent local leaders from 
both the public and private sector 
will be joining national experts in 
the field of urban redevelopment 
for morning panel discussions, to 
be followed by a luncheon at 
which Samuel S. Beard will be the 
guest speaker. , 
Beard, former staff associate to 
the late Senator Robert Kennedy , 
is the founder and president of 
the National Development 
Council, a private corporation, , 
which has worked on various 
public service projects since 1971. 
The Council 's achievements in 
advising small and medium size 
businesses in 41 cities across the 
country on financing resulted in 
its being selected in March of 
1978 to coordinate President 
Carter's Neighb~rhood Business 
Revitalization Program. 
At the luncheon the Edwin F. 
Jaeckle Distinguished Alumnus 
Award will be presented to 
Clarence R. Runals, a Niagara 
Falls ;1ttorney, who graduated 
from the law school i" 191.5. 
Runal$, v ellow in the Ame_rican 
College of Trial Lawyers, has ' 
previously served as president 6f 
the New York State and Niagara 
County Bar Associations and in . 
the House of Delegates of the 
American Bar Association . 
The Class of 1929, celebrating 
the fiftieth anniversary of their 
graduation from law school, will 
be the guests of ho.nor at th e 
luncheon. 
The morning program will 
begin at 9 : l5 with an official 
welcome by Thomas E. Headrick, 
dean of the law school , and 
Anthony ). Renaldo, president of 
the Law Alumni Association . At 
9 :30 a.m. Honorable William ) . 
Donahue, executive director u} 
the Erie• County Industrial 
Development Agency, will speak 
on the history and organiza tion of 
development agencies in Buffalo 
and Eric County. His talk will be 
followed by panel discussions .' 
Two panel cUsc.ussions will run 
concurrently beginning at 10 a.m. 
for one~our anct-two others will 
run concurrently from 11 a.m .. 
until noon. 
At noon all of those attending 
the program will join in one room 
for a panel discussion on the 
future of development in Buffalo. 
After that panel discussion has 
been completed, cocktails will be 
s~rved followed by lunch and the 
luncheon program. 
The- coordinator of this 
program fqr the law school is 
Associate Dean Alan S, Cmel. l;le, 
along .wi.th Renaldo and Peter 
Jason have assisted Foschio with 
many of the arrangements. 
inch,rdes not only what was said 
and done there, but also what has 
been said about it subsequently. 
Time may act as a lens which 
either sharpens or fades the 
underlying image, he said. 
Of more relevance to law 
students, he pointed out the 
tension between the value of 
precedent ("the enshrining of 
memory in law") and the need for 
change. He noted tension is . 
sometimes eased by reinterpreting 
the past and cautioned that this 
reinterpretation can be 
tantamount to distortion. 
Following Taylor, Ophuls 
immediately endeared himself to 
the audience by remarking that 
"people who inflict long films on 
an audience ought to at least have 
the decency to keep their 
comments short." His comments 
exhorted us to recognize our 
obligation to pass judgment on 
the events depicted in his films. 
Being non-judgmental "negates 
morality, memory, and justic~," 
Ophuls said. 
Marathon Review 
Remembrances OfRaces Past 
by Jon DuBert 
As 1979 /draws to a close, 
many runners may look back with 
satisfaction on a summer of 
achievement on the road . A few 
races remain : the Marine Corps 
Marathon in Washington, D.C. on · 
November 4, the Philadel,phia 
Marathon on November 25 , and in 
Buffalo, the five-mile "Turkey 
Day Run" on Thanksgiving 
morning. 
This last event ex' tends from 
the Delaware · Avenue YMCA 
down beautiful Delaware Avenue 
to Niagara Sq_uare, then down 
Court Street around City Hall to 
the Waterfront School Building. 
Opportunities for ~ricndly 
competition conti nuc. 
However, as grey skies gather, 
-many Western New Yockers arc 
content to cut back their running 
cspeci ally if they are 
cross-country ski crs as well -
until it comes time once more to 
train for the spring races. 
Meanwhile, this is a good tim.c to 
reflect on the past Yl:?ar 's running. 
This year I competed in three 
ma rathons. Having already 
described the Skylon Marathon, 
I'd lik e to portray and compare 
the marathons held in Rochester 
and Cleveland as well. 
The first marathon I entered 
with intent to finish was in 
Cleveland, and the race was 
splendid throughout. The starting 
line was on Euclid Avenue, 
immediately in front of the 
Cleveland State University (CSU) 
campus. This location permitted 
runners to ready themselves for 
the event in comfort. CSU's 
bounteous facilities contrasted 
with the Skylon's jam-packed 
accommodation~. 
Cleveland's course compared 
well with the Skylon's. The 
6kylon neatly avoided the hub of 
Buffalo, but Cleveland runners 
trotted down the center line of 
Euclid Avenue -through the heart 
of Public Square. 
Then came the real important 
difference. The Skylon runner 
entered a scenic but uninhabited 
stretch of twenty miles after 
crossing the Peace Bridge. None 
will dispute the beauty of the 
Niagara Valley. Yet, with due 
respect, the presence of a glass of 
water to a runner at a time of 
need is frequently of far greater 
help than the loveliest vista. 
Nowhere on the Skylon course 
did ·1 see a homeowner out with a 
table and a dollar's worth of 
water-fi!led paper cups, The only 
drinks on the Skylon course were 
those provided at the official aid 
stations. Contrast this with 
Cleveland. 
_Soon after entering· the West 
Sid.e we passed through an offirj_al 
station. Then .a curious thing 
happened . Sudder,ly here were all 
these people on the curb, little 
children with cups of water, their 
parents behind them filling more 
cups. 
People were not saving the' 
water, or oranges, or whatever, for 
their own families' runners, or for 
their own friends. They were 
giving freely to people whom they 
had never met and might never see 
again. Their great-heartedness 
deeply impressed me. 
There is little more to say · 
about · the ·Revco-Cleveland 
Ma ra thon. The course was 
predominan \ lY f[at ; / the a id 
stations were well run ; CSU's 
e xcellent facilities were 
appreciated even more after the 
race than they had been .at the 
start. The post-race dinn_er was 
most pleasant, with remarkably 
speedy service. The event was 
perfectly run for the first-time 
competitor. I strongly rec'ommend · 
it for 'those who wish to begin 
their marathon careers next year. 
However, two additional ·points 
should be mentipned. . . 
The race ·director ran the race 
very well, but made one fatal 
error: he didn't take care of the ­
"stars." In the shorter compan.ion 
race which· started -after the 
marathon, a highly-publicized 
runner was•· misdirected by a 
policeman, and had to run a few 
hundred more yards than the · 
official distance. The fellow 
finished third rather than first. 
For this, the race director was 
fired. Never mind that he had 
done a magnificent job otherwise; 
bring out the pink slip. 
In addition, the current mayor 
of Cleveland appears to believe his 
city's marathon cost more than it 
was worth : 1uesday's election 
may make the gentleman!s beliefs 
academic . . 
· I was born and raised in the 
Flower City, so I had great 
expectations for the Rochester 
Marathon. The adequate = 
accommodations at the 
Downtown .._ YMCA made race 
preparations pleasant. The start of 
the race, down East Avenue from 
the Liberty Pole, was most 
impressive. But the presence of 
numerous hills soon cast -a pall, 
which was not lffted as ruhners 
noticed a paucity both of aid 
stations and of the popular 
generosity so evident in Cleveland . 
A Is o, the course wound 
through countryside even less 
settled than that of the Skylon . 
This · made the absence of aid 
stations, formal or informal , even 
more striking. Fortunately, the 
race marshals' diligence prevented 
serious difficulty. Still , I'd 
expected to come away with a far 
better impression of the race than 
I did. 
In closing, I recommend the 
Rev,co-Cleveland Ma'rathon 
wholeheartedly, assuming it will 
not be altered significantly . I'm a 
bit less enth~iastic about the 
Skylon Marathon. As for the 
Rochester · Marathon, I'm 
surprised that Genesee Beer; ·the 
prime sponsor, did not make its 
presence felt more strongly. More 
assistance from Genesee could 
have improved the race 
substantially. 
I belleve in every' one of these 
races, good work was done by 
both organizers and volunteers: 
Furthermore, the Buffalo Sabres' 
current slogan is apt: The Best Is · 
Yet·To Com-e.. · 
I 
I 
• 
; t 
Married People et al. 
· are having a dinner. 
Sign-up and info in second, floor mailroom. 
SBA Surplus Expla~ed 
cont'd. from page 1 
be placed in a contingency fund. 
The board has yet to act upon this 
recommendation. 
Donovan and other board 
members are concerned about 
what will happen next year when 
the SBA draws up a budget 
without the benefit of a $20,000 
surplus. The past few years has 
seen a rise in the number of 
· student organizations coupled 
with increased activity. A 
question remains as to what will 
happe" next year if this trend 
continues as is expected. Leavy 
contends board members realize 
that important decis ions will have 
to be made next year about 
budget allocations. "Caution and 
deliberation should guide us," 
Leavy urged. 
Perhaps Bissell summed it up 
when she said "We're solvent." 
· Tony Leavy 
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